Background
DNA synthesis initiates at multiple replication origins (ORIs) in eukaryotic genomes. When an ORI is used to initiate replication, it is said to have "fired". Accurate duplication of the genetic material depends on a reliable mechanism that ensures that any given ORI fires at most once per cell cycle by restricting "licensing" to G 1 phase and "activation" to S phase. In G 1 , each ORI that binds an origin recognition complex (ORC) and subsequently Cdc6 and Cdt1/MCM2-7 to form the pre-replication complex (pre-RC) is said to be "licensed" [1] [2] [3] [4] . Activation occurs when the pre-RC is converted to the initiation complex (IC) through the exit of Cdc6 and Cdt1 and the entry of Cdc45 [5] and GINS to form the CMG complex (containing Cdc45, MCM2-7, and GINS) [6] [7] [8] that ultimately recruits DNA polymerase.
The classic studies of Huberman and Riggs [9, 10] using DNA fiber autoradiography demonstrated many key points. DNA replication is bidirectional and starts at ORIs that sometimes fire coordinately in clusters. DNA fiber autoradiography allowed measurement of the rate of DNA replication fork progression. In its original form, this approach was unable to correlate the mapped ORIs with DNA sequence, and it remained a possibility that the ORIs were neither sequence-specific nor site-specific in the population of DNA molecules. In metazoans, the possibility that ORIs were not sequence-specific was supported by the observation that plasmid replication was independent of its sequence content [11, 12] and that any DNA sequence could replicate when injected into Xenopus embryos [13] . Nonetheless, the site specificity of ORIs was demonstrated by investigations from the Hamlin laboratory that showed that a 6 kb restriction fragment of the amplified dihydrofolate reductase (DHFR) locus in Chinese hamster ovary cells was always the earliest one labeled by radioactive thymidine after release into S phase [14, 15] . This ruled out the possibility that ORIs were totally random in the genome (although this might be the case in early embryos before the mid-blastula transition [16] [17] [18] ).
Thus, the search for site-specific metazoan ORIs was invigorated by using a variety of methods at a few individual loci [19] . A sequel to the earliest labeled restriction fragment approach was polymerase chain reaction (PCR) mapping of small nascent strands, which was applied to the DHFR locus [20] [21] [22] and to other loci to map preferred start sites of DNA replication. In this same era, two-dimensional (2D) gels were developed and revealed a specific restriction fragment on a yeast plasmid where DNA replication starts [23, 24] . 2D gels were subsequently used to map ORIs in eukaryotic chromosomes. Neutral-neutral 2D gels took advantage of the differences in gel migration of restriction fragments containing a replication bubble or a replication fork [23] . Neutral-alkaline 2D gels were able to measure the direction of replication fork movement [25] . With all of these pioneering studies showing that preferred regions of the genome were used as ORIs in both yeast and metazoa, the stage was set to elucidate what specifies eukaryotic ORIs. Most ORIs in budding yeast have been confidently mapped by a variety of methods [26] and are relatively well understood. However, metazoan ORIs have remained mysterious with regard to a universal principle, if any, that is shared by all. Initial experiments in metazoans studied a few individual ORIs [27] [28] [29] . Recent efforts have been made to map all ORIs in certain metazoan genomes (for example, Drosophila, mouse, and human), hoping to uncover global principles. This article provides an overview of the various current methods used to map ORIs genomewide. Understanding the methods serves as the foundation to evaluate the conclusions from these studies regarding what features might define metazoan ORIs.
Methods to map origins
DNA combing and single-molecule analysis of replicating DNA Current approaches to map ORIs tend to be improvements on earlier methods, such as the application of newer technologies to an older technique. For example, labeling with CldU and IdU and subsequent detection by fluorescence microscopy constitute a modern adaptation of DNA fiber autoradiography, which used H 3 -thymidine labeling. Both the older and newer approaches allow determination of replication fork rate, and pulse-chase labeling allows the ORI to be mapped at the center of the bidirectional fork pattern. The CldU/IdU-labeled DNA can be spread freehand (SMARD: single-molecule analysis of replicating DNA [30] ) or with a DNA combing machine that ensures uniform spreading [31] [32] [33] [34] . DNA combing of evenly stretched DNA allows accurate genome-wide information to be obtained on replication fork speed, fork asymmetry, and the distance between ORIs that are used in the same S phase on a single DNA molecule [35, 36] . When DNA combing or SMARD is coupled with fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), it is possible to map the ORI at the locus defined by the hybridization probe. FISH has been combined with DNA combing to analyze replicating DNA in yeast [37, 38] and in mammalian samples [39, 40] . However, the large size of mammalian genomes and the low frequency of finding replicating DNA molecules with the FISH signal make this a very time-consuming, though feasible, process [39, 40] . This problem has been minimized when coupling FISH with SMARD by a prior enrichment step to select the locus of interest by pulsed-field gel electrophoresis [30] . Future developments will be required to allow analysis of spread metazoan DNA with regard to DNA sequence genomewide rather than just at individual loci and to increase the resolution.
Origin recognition complex chromatin immunoprecipitation Several approaches have been taken to map ORIs genome-wide [41] [42] [43] . Following the same trend as above, these often couple earlier approaches to map ORIs at individual loci with current genomics technologies. Chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) to identify DNA sequences bound to ORC has been used in conjunction with DNA microarrays (ChIP-chip) or genomic sequencing (ChIP-seq) [44] for yeast [45, 46] and recently for Drosophila [47] and human samples [48] . Several difficulties face ORC-ChIP, especially for mammalian genomes that are 20 times larger than the Drosophila genome [49] . As for any ChIP experiment, the quality of the data reflects the quality of the antibody; epitope tagged proteins can be used with an antibody against the tag to increase sensitivity and specificity but requires transformation [44] . A challenge is that ORC has low sequence specificity and the ChIP signal is not very high compared with the background control, although CsCl gradient ultracentrifugation was recently used as a pre-enrichment step for ORC-bound DNA in a genomewide study on human cells [48] . An alternative enrichment approach is to biotinylate the protein of interest and then perform avidin purification of the biotinylated chromatin before doing ChIP [44] . Moreover, since ORC has other roles beyond DNA replication [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] , such as its localization to heterochromatin, a mixture of ORIs and other sequences might be enriched by ORC-ChIP alone. For higher specificity in identifying sites of pre-RC formation, MCM ChIP-seq can also be done to filter for ORC peaks that coincide with MCM peaks [44, 46] . However, it is known that ORC/Cdc6/Cdt1 loads many MCM double-hexamers onto DNA that can move away from the ORC site, raising the possibility of initiation sites that are not coincident with ORC [55, 56] . These potential ORC-distal MCM initiation sites would not meet the criterion of overlap with ORC sites; in some cases, the ORC sites loading the MCMs that may be involved in distal initiation might be excluded from the analysis if they do not overlap with MCMs. In addition, pre-RC ChIP studies identify licensed ORIs in the genome but do not indicate the subset that is chosen for activation [57] .
5-bromo-2 0 -deoxyuridine immunoprecipitation
Other methods have been employed to identify those ORIs that are active in metazoan genomes. Immunoprecipitation of nascent DNA strands labeled with 5-bromo-2 0 -deoxyuridine (BrdU) (BrIP-NS) has been coupled with microarrays (BrIP-NS-chip) to map active ORIs to the ENCODE 1% of the human genome [58, 59] or with deep sequencing (BrIP-NS-seq) to map active ORIs genome-wide [60] . In this technique, short, origin-centered BrdU-labeled nascent strands are first enriched by sucrose gradient ultracentrifugation and then further enriched by immunoprecipitation. Sucrose gradient size fractionation is used by some laboratories without further enrichment steps and was the basis for an early microarray study to map ORIs [58] . Another technique, Repli-seq [61] , enriches for BrdU-labeled DNA at consecutive time points throughout S-phase to identify the replication timing profile over the genome by tracking where replication forks tend to be at each time point. This information has been used to identify the likely regions where replication forks initiate [48, [61] [62] [63] . The Repli-seq data are consistent with a computational method of calculating the nucleotide compositional skew profile over the genome, which also predicts the direction of replication forks genome-wide and the likely regions where they initiate ( [63, 64] and references therein; Olivier Hyrien, personal communication).
Bubble-trap
The bubble-trap method [65, 66] is another approach to map active ORIs. It has some similarities to 2D gels since in both methods restriction fragments containing replication bubbles are retarded in their mobility on a gel. However, bubble trapping takes advantage of the circular nature of replication bubbles by allowing the matrix of a gel to form through them, thereby trapping bubblecontaining fragments in the gel during electrophoresis. Visualizing blots of 2D gels can interrogate only a single restriction fragment for a bubble arc, whereas trapped bubble-containing restriction fragments are recovered from the gel for library preparation and can be coupled with DNA microarrays (Bubble-chip) [67] or genomic sequencing (Bubble-seq) [68] to identify bubblecontaining restriction fragments genome-wide. It is possible that extrachromosomal circular DNAs (eccDNAs) [69] [70] [71] [72] that do not contain the specific restriction site will be trapped in the gel matrix too, but owing to their circular nature, they would not be cloned in the subsequent step. If future adaptations of bubble-seq bypass the cloning step by directly fragmenting and sequencing bubble-trapped material, eccDNA may become more of a concern, although it would still be possible to identify and eliminate eccDNA enrichments in downstream analytical steps by using paired-end sequencing and flagging enriched fragments with discordantly mapped reads consistent with circular DNA. In its current form, bubble trapping was shown to have very few false positives as demonstrated by 2D gel analysis [65] . However, the current bubble-trap datasets cannot recover all ORIs in the genome since they interrogate the fragments of only a single restriction enzyme. Any given restriction enzyme will inherently disfavor the identification of certain ORIs that are too near a restriction site or that are in a small restriction fragment. Moreover, the resolution is limited to the sizes of the bubble-containing fragments of the single restriction enzyme. Constructing parallel bubble-seq libraries where each is derived from a different restriction enzyme could increase the sensitivity of this approach for ORI discovery and potentially allow higher-resolution inferences to map ORIs. It is possible, though, that the gain in information from additional restriction enzyme libraries is not enough to justify the increased workload and cost. Because each step in the bubble-trap process favors certain restriction fragment sizes, it is currently unclear whether the enrichment value of a particular fragment can accurately be used to estimate ORI efficiency. Despite the conceptual elegance and high purity of bubble trapping, it has not been widely adopted perhaps because its many steps make it a time-consuming and technically challenging method.
Mapping the transition between leading and lagging nascent strands There is a transition from leading (continuous) to lagging (discontinuous Okazaki fragment) strand synthesis at each ORI of bidirectional replication (Figure 1 ). The region of the transition from leading to lagging strand was mapped [73] at the DHFR locus by using emetine, a protein synthesis inhibitor thought at the time to cause nucleosomes to segregate to only the leading strand. Micrococcal nuclease digestion of the assumed naked lagging strand was then used to map the strandspecific transition of the leading strand. However, shortly thereafter, the DePamphilis laboratory showed that emetine actually inhibits Okazaki fragment synthesis and not nucleosome segregation contrary to what was previously assumed [74] . Nonetheless, the conclusion that the emetine approach could map the transition from leading to lagging strand synthesis remained intact. Another study mapped the transition from lagging to leading strand synthesis at the DHFR locus by using strand-specific dot blotting [75] , an adaptation of an earlier technique that mapped this transition with single nucleotide resolution in replication origins of animal viruses using sequencing gels [76, 77] . The conceptual approach of mapping the transition point is also the basis for the more recent strand-specific sequencing of Okazaki fragments to identify ORIs and estimate ORI efficiencies genome-wide; this mapping technique holds great promise as seen by its application to the budding yeast genome, where isolation of Okazaki fragments was accomplished by DNA ligase I repression in a degrontagged construct [78, 79] . Published data have yet to be released for deep sequencing Okazaki fragments from metazoan genomes, although preliminary results suggest that deep-sequenced Okazaki fragments in the human genome track replication forks and predict initiation regions in agreement with Repli-Seq timing and nucleotide composition skew profiles (Olivier Hyrien, personal communication).
Lambda exonuclease enrichment of nascent strands
Mapping the transition point from continuous to discontinuous synthesis is also the basis of replication initiation point (RIP) mapping that has been used to map the start site of DNA synthesis to the nucleotide level [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] in specific ORIs from budding yeast [81, 85] , fission yeast [86] , fungus gnats [87] and humans [88] . The key to RIP mapping is to obtain enriched preparations of nascent DNA that are not contaminated by broken parental DNA. The inspiration for this approach came from studies in the DePamphilis laboratory that mapped the start site of DNA synthesis with nucleotide resolution in SV40 and polyomavirus [76, 77] . Those studies phosphorylated the 5 0 end of all DNA fragments (including parental DNA that was broken) and then identified nascent strands by removal of their 5 0 primer to expose a 5 0 -hydroxyl group that was then end-labeled with P
32
. This approach worked well to map ORIs in viruses but did not have sufficient sensitivity to map ORIs to the nucleotide level in eukaryotic genomes. RIP mapping was able to retain single nucleotide resolution in eukaryotic genomes because of the increased sensitivity gained by employing the enzyme lambda exonuclease (Lexo) that digests parental DNA from its 5 0 end [89, 90] but leaves intact the nascent DNA containing a 5 0 RNA primer. A more recent adaptation of RIP mapping bypasses Lexo digestion and simply performs cell lysis in the well of an alkaline gel to minimize breakage of parental DNA before selection for small nascent strands [91] . Sequencing the primerextended products from nascent DNA templates derived from an asynchronous population of cells allows the origin of bidirectional replication to be mapped as the transition from continuous to discontinuous synthesis.
The use of Lexo to enrich nascent strands has become a preferred method for nascent strand purification, which has been used with PCR analysis of nascent strand abundance to map individual ORIs at a lower level of resolution than RIP mapping. Lexo-enriched nascent strands (Lexo-NS) also provide the foundation for genome-wide ORI mapping when coupled with DNA microarrays (Lexo-NS-chip) or DNA sequencing (Lexo-NS-seq) [92] . Lexo-NS-chip has been applied to Drosophila [93, 94] , mouse [93] [94] [95] , and human [59, 96, 97] genomes. Lexo-NS-seq has been used to map ORIs in the human genome [60, [98] [99] [100] . In these approaches, the transition point between continuous and discontinuous synthesis is not determined, but instead ORIs are mapped where short nascent strands are enriched. Nascent strands that are about 500 to 2500 nucleotides long (the size range depends on the laboratory) are used to avoid inclusion of 200 nt Okazaki fragment sequences that occur throughout the entire genome. Exclusion of Okazaki fragments is usually accomplished by the isolation of short singlestranded DNA through sucrose gradient fractionation. Alternatively, BND-cellulose column chromatography can be used to enrich replicative intermediates [80] [81] [82] [83] [84] , with a size selection step later in the procedure [100] . Depending on the computational analysis, Lexo-NS-seq has the potential to give nucleotide-level resolution estimates for ORIs that map to fixed locations. It has also been used to gauge ORI efficiency, where an increased number of reads has suggested greater efficiency of early firing ORIs [93, 99, 101] . However, Lexo has base compositional and other biases that result in enriching various non-origin DNA sequences and influencing these ORI efficiency estimates in favor of GC-rich ORIs as discussed below.
Further insights into genome-wide origin mapping methods
The ORI mapping results from the various methods described above are not in full agreement with one another, likely because most or all methods enrich both origin as well as non-origin DNA with various degrees of sensitivity and specificity. This makes it imperative that we understand the proclivities of each method to fully appreciate their outputs. Overall, it is to be expected that all origin mapping techniques will have some degree of The transition between leading, continuous strand synthesis and lagging, discontinuous strand synthesis marks the origin of bidirectional replication. DNA polymerase can only extend nascent DNA in the 3 0 direction, and
Okazaki fragments are used to allow net growth of the lagging strand in the 5 0 direction.
overlap at least where origins are concerned. What are enigmatic are those putative ORIs unique to one method even after reaching saturation. Statistically significant but still incomplete overlap between two or more orthogonal datasets should not be taken as uniform validation of each individual putative ORI in those datasets. Although a significant number of overlaps between two approaches may increase our belief (in the Bayesian sense of the word) in the validity of putative ORIs that are represented in both approaches, it should not necessarily increase our belief in the validity of those ORIs absent from one approach. Conversely, some putative ORIs unique to one approach may be true positives, such as ORIs detected by nascent strand techniques that reside too close to a restriction site for bubble-trap detection. Thus, while studying only ORIs that overlap from several different origin-mapping techniques helps to highlight the most likely putative ORIs, it can also falsely discard true ORIs unique to one method. Therefore, perhaps meta-analyses that consider all datasets could instead use the degree of belief (e.g. posterior probability) of each potential ORI site in the genome to weight downstream analyses in favor of the most probable ORIs rather than allowing all putative ORIs to uniformly influence results and rather than discarding all putative ORIs with lower support. There is a possibility that some putative ORIs that overlap in orthogonal methods are not guaranteed to be true positives if both orthogonal methods contain the same systematic false positives. However, this is likely to be rare and the weighting scheme above would account for this if additional orthogonal methods were included in the analysis. These possibilities highlight the need to better understand the outputs of each method to fine-tune our approaches and analyses to hunt for ORIs in metazoan genomes.
Despite the incomplete agreement between methods, comparing the outputs of orthogonal approaches is the best way to have an estimate on the reliability of a given method in ORI discovery. [59, 96] ). Poor overlap was often attributed to a lack of saturation (that is, incomplete sets of ORIs), which was supported by a recent deep-sequencing Lexo-NS-seq peak set that identified more than 350,000 putative ORIs across four different cell lines that encompassed 89-92% of most previous Lexo-NS datasets (25.3% for one outlier) [99] . Nonetheless, even after saturation, overlap of these Lexo-NS-seq peaks with Bubble-chip was not as high (50-65% bubbles) and with BrIP-NS-chip was still low (9-20% BrIP-NS-chip) [99] . More recent analyses of Lexo-NS-seq datasets have shown that 45-46% of Lexo-NS-seq peaks overlap with 36%-37% of the bubbleseq ORI map [101] and that 56.5% of the BrIP-NS-seq peaks overlapped 50.2% of the Lexo-NS-seq peaks from the same study [60] . Preliminary results from Okazaki fragment sequencing in the human genome had better agreement with results from bubble-trap than from Lexo-NS methods (Olivier Hyrien, personal communication). The Okazaki fragment results appear to be supported by their agreement with the bubble-trap method, which was shown to be highly specific [65] . Conversely, more confidence can be given to bubble-trap since the Okazaki fragment sequencing profile was in agreement with RepliSeq and nucleotide skew profiles. However, the lower concordance between Okazaki fragment sequencing and Lexo-NS-seq supports the idea that non-origin peaks in addition to origins are systematically enriched in Lexo-NSseq datasets.
Data from single-molecule studies [102] [103] [104] and from deep sequencing of Lexo-digested genomic DNA isolated from non-replicating G 0 cells [100] demonstrated that Lexo is more efficient in digesting AT-rich DNA than GC-rich DNA and that this enriches GC-rich regions of the genome. Moreover, in vitro experiments and genomic analyses revealed that Lexo digestion is obstructed by G-quadruplexes (G4s) [100] , reminiscent of exonuclease 1 digestion [105] and DNA polymerase elongation [106, 107] , both of which are also impeded by G4s and are used as diagnostics to detect G4 formation in vitro. Therefore, Lexo-NS-seq may also be enriched for G4-protected and GC-rich DNA independent of nascent strands, and efficiency estimates may be highly dependent on base composition. There may also be other nascent strand independent (NSI) Lexo biases. For instance, since parental DNA contains ribonucleotides, with potentially as many as one million ribonucleotide insertions per genome duplication [108] , Lexo digestion could be obstructed when it reaches a ribonucleotide in the parental DNA in accordance with its inability to digest RNA-protected DNA. Whether or not in vivo ribonucleotide incorporation events are randomly distributed or occur at hotspots is unknown, but the latter seems to be the case in vitro [108] . Lexo will also not digest eccDNA, such as "microDNA" circles that have been described in mammalian cells and range in size with a peak at 200 to 400 bp [72] . eccDNAs of all sizes appear to be generated from non-random genomic sites such as tandem repeats [69] [70] [71] . MicroDNA sequences were enriched in CpG islands (CGIs) and GC-richness, as well as at the 5 0 end of genes [72] . In general, non-random genomic sites associated with ribonucleotide insertions, eccDNA, G4s, and GC-rich DNA could pose as ORIs in Lexo-NS-seq datasets and could potentially be more highly reproducible than true ORIs, which are plastic and stochastic.
In contrast to the evidence of pervasive, reproducible NSI Lexo biases [100] , other Lexo-NS studies that looked at non-replicating DNA ("mitotic NS") as well as RNasetreated nascent strands concluded that there were no enrichments independent of nascent strands [92, 93] . Why one NS-Lexo study [93] , which looked at "mitotic NS" by microarray came to different conclusions on nascent strand independent enrichments of Lexo is somewhat enigmatic. However, finding no enrichment after performing qPCR [92] on sites of known origins in Lexo-treated non-replicating DNA does not qualify as ruling out nascent strand independent enrichments in genome-wide datasets; it only supports the existence of nascent strand dependent enrichments. NSI Lexo biases by definition enrich non-origin sites, which would still be enriched in non-replicating DNA and RNase controls. Despite the inconsistency between these studies, it still seems plausible that NSI Lexo biases affect all previous Lexo-NS studies at least to some extent. Indeed, 47% [100] , 72% [96] , 74-77% [98] and 70-94% [99] of the Lexo-NS peaks from published datasets overlap peaks from Lexo-enriched non-replicating DNA from G0-synchronized cells ( [100] and Gerbi lab, unpublished data]) indicating that NSI Lexo biases may permeate Lexo-NS-seq datasets or that these datasets preferentially enrich origins in regions favorable to Lexo enrichment. The former possibility (non-origin enrichments from NSI Lexo biases in Lexo-NS datasets) might explain why preliminary Okazaki fragment sequencing results in the human genome agreed better with Bubble-seq than Lexo-NS-seq (Olivier Hyrien, personal communication). NSI Lexo biases might also explain the apparent discrepancy between the original Okazaki fragment sequencing studies in yeast [78, 79] and a more recent study that used Lexo to enrich Okazaki fragments before sequencing [109] .
It is desirable to overcome the aforementioned concerns that can result in Lexo-NS DNA preparations being a mixture of true positives (nascent strands) and systematic false positives (NSI Lexo enrichments). One possibility to overcome G4 protection and GC-rich Lexo biases could be to use very high enzyme-to-DNA ratios to completely eliminate the parental DNA, leaving intact only RNAprotected nascent strands. However, 50 units/mg at pH 9.4 was shown to be insufficient to completely digest G4 structures in plasmid DNA [100] , yet higher Lexo-to-DNA ratios have been shown to sacrifice the specificity of Lexo and lead to the digestion of RNA-primed DNA [109] . When 1 mg of DNA was mixed with 50 ng of RNAprimed DNA oligos, the RNA primers conferred protection against Lexo digestion (10 units/mg DNA), but when 100 units/mg DNA was used to digest 50 ng of DNA with 50 ng of RNA-primed DNA, the RNA primers no longer conferred protection [109] . Therefore, starting the digestion with very high enzyme-to-DNA ratios should be avoided in order to preserve the RNA protection of nascent strands. This indicates that other ways are needed to overcome the NSI Lexo biases.
Fortunately, there are several ways to improve Lexo-NSseq. Most previous NS-Lexo studies have used genomic DNA to account for copy number variation in the genome and to control against biases introduced during library preparation and sequencing, but this does not control for biases introduced by Lexo. Thus, the detected enrichments can be summarized into three categories: (1) enrichments that arise from nascent strands alone (true positives), (2) enrichments that arise solely from NSI Lexo biases (systematic false positives) and (3) enrichments that arise from some combination of both (true positives within NSI Lexo-biased regions) [100] . One needs a way to eliminate category 2 while retaining category 3 enrichments. Many of the NSI Lexo biases can be overcome by using Lexodigested non-replicating DNA from G 0 cells ("Lexo G 0 ") as a control [100] , which simultaneously accounts for nucleotide composition biases, the G4 protection bias, and other possible issues related to Lexo digestion while also controlling for copy number and biases introduced during library preparation and sequencing. Importantly, this approach corrects for the nascent strand independent enrichment components introduced by Lexo across the genome by detecting origins as enrichments of nascent strands over the nascent strand independent Lexo-digested background. Thus, with this approach, regions enriched from NSI Lexo biases alone (category 2) no longer pose a problem, but it is still possible to discover origins in Lexobiased regions (for example, regions with G4-containing and GC-rich sequences) (category 3). Moreover, if both undigested and Lexo-digested non-replicating genomic DNA controls are performed, it is also possible to compare the two peak sets that arise in Lexo-NS-seq after separately applying each control to analyze what Lexo-based enrichments are lost (or gained) when correcting for NSI Lexo biases. Lexo-digested non-replicating DNA will control against ribonucleotide incorporation and eccDNA hotspots too if the abundance and sites/sequences of these features are similar in S phase and G 1 /G 0 . Regardless, if paired-end sequencing is performed, then eccDNA hotspots can be identified in Lexo-NS-seq data by searching for read pairs inside peaks that map in the wrong orientation (the signature of a circle would be outward-instead of inward-facing read pairs) or by removing such discordantly mapped reads before peak calling. Similarly, strand-specific sequencing could aid in identifying ribonucleotide incorporation hotspots and G4-protected DNA enrichments if these features lead to detectable imbalances in the number of reads mapped to Watson and Crick strands since origin-centered nascent strands should contain relatively balanced enrichments. Using emetine in conjunction with strand-specific sequencing could allow identification of leading strand transition points (similar to Okazaki-fragment sequencing that identifies lagging strand transitions), which provides a biological signature to use in addition to enrichment values. Thus, in the future, Lexo-NS-seq experiments could have significant gains in specificity from novel strand-specific, paired-end strategies and analyses. Furthermore, future Lexo-NSseq studies might be able to circumnavigate the G4 bias altogether by changing the Lexo digestion buffer from glycine-KOH (pH 9.4) to glycine-NaOH (pH 8.8) [100] . This buffer simultaneously replaces K + with Na + and lowers the pH from 9.4 to 8.8, both of which were shown to lower the effect of G4s on Lexo digestion [100] . Controlling against NSI biases with the Lexo G 0 control, changing the buffer conditions to reduce G4 formation, and using strand-specific, paired-end sequencing strategies will reduce the number of systematic false positives to begin with, aid in identifying and eliminating persistent systematic false positives, and permit ORI efficiency estimates that are less influenced by base composition biases. Given that the potential issues in Lexo-NS-seq can be solved, it is likely to remain a powerful and popular technique in the coming years, although these issues may also motivate the innovation of new ORI mapping methods altogether.
What features define an origin of DNA replication?
In contrast to the punctuate ORIs of budding yeast, metazoan initiation zones contain many potential ORIs, some of which are preferred (reviewed by [27, 28, 43, [110] [111] [112] ). These observations led to the Jesuit model ("Many are called but few are chosen" [113] ) that posited that although there may be multiple potential origins in a local genomic region (an 'initiation zone'), only one or a few of those origins are activated in any given DNA molecule (Figure 2 ). If one ORI fires on a given DNA molecule in an initiation zone, its replication forks could inactivate other potential ORIs that are nearby, reflecting the phenomenon of origin interference [114] [115] [116] [117] [118] . A well-studied example is the 55 kb intergenic initiation zone of the DHFR locus [119] , where 20% of the initiation events occur at two preferred sites called ori b and ori g [120, 121] , although other studies concluded that most initiation events occur at ori b [20, 21, 75] . Even when ori b is deleted, initiation still occurs within the 55 kb initiation zone [122] . Moreover, deletion of 45 kb of the 55 kb intergenic initiation zone still allowed initiation from the remaining 10 kb [123] .
Figure 2 Multiple potential origins in an initiation zone
There are many potential origins of DNA replication (ORIs) in an initiation zone for metazoan DNA replication, but only one will be used on a given DNA molecule. Some of the potential ORIs are used more often than others, leading to preferred initiation sites of DNA synthesis in the initiation zone.
These observations reinforce the notion that there are multiple potential initiation sites within the broad initiation zone. Nonetheless, some metazoan ORIs are more tightly circumscribed, such as at the human lamin B2 [88, 124, 125] and b-globin [126] loci. Moreover, the width of the initiation zone can change during development, as observed for the 8 to 9 kb initiation zone of the II/9A locus from the fly Sciara that shrinks to 1 to 2 kb during locus-specific re-replication during DNA puff amplification [127] .
Regardless of whether the initiation zone is broad or narrow, the question remains of what features specify the potential ORIs in these regions. Since there are limitations and biases in various methods to map ORIs, the interpretations of results are intimately linked to the methods used. What conclusions have these ORI mapping studies come to about ORI specification? Recurring themes in genome-wide replication origin studies have been proximity to genes and gene promoters, transcription of nearby genes, open versus compact chromatin, GC and AT content, CGIs, and G4 structures.
Metazoan origins, genes, and transcription ORC binding might be random in early Xenopus embryos, where ORC has a periodic spacing of 9 to 12 kb that appears to be DNA sequence independent and governed by an unknown mechanism [16, 17] . However, after the mid-blastula transition and the onset of zygotic transcription, ORIs are found in defined locations [18, 128] . In addition, deletion of the DHFR promoter to down-regulate DHFR transcription reduced ORI efficiency in the downstream intergenic initiation zone [129] . These observations suggest a link between transcription and ORI specification and efficiency. ORIs were thought to be absent in transcribed regions [98, 130] , and previous studies showed that ORC was found in intergenic regions, often in promoters [48, 131] , suggesting that ORC cannot bind or is displaced by RNA polymerase. However, an initial genomic study identified 28 new putative ORIs (using short nascent strands from sucrose gradient size fractionation), with the majority within genes and not intergenic [58] . Bubble-chip results also suggested that ORIs were equally distributed across genic and intergenic restriction fragments and that many of the genes that overlapped ORIs were actively transcribed [67] . Other results showed that 85% of ORIs were associated with transcription units with nearly half locating to promoters, and they suggested that transcription in early development might be linked to the regulation of ORI efficiency in later development [95] . Subsequent studies also found that ORIs were significantly enriched near transcription starts sites as well as RNA Pol II and transcription factor binding sites [48, 59, 93, 96, 97] . Martin and colleagues [98] expanded on this finding showing that ORIs were specifically enriched at moderately expressed genes rather than at lowly or highly expressed ones. Conversely, other studies did not find strong links of ORIs with genes and transcription. Bubble-seq results [68] , in contrast to bubble-chip results [67] , suggested that ORIs only marginally associated with transcriptionally active genes. Other nascent strand studies reported that relatively few ORIs were located near transcription start sites [60, 99] and concluded that the association between ORIs, promoters, and CGIs is independent of transcription [60] . Cadoret and colleagues [96] suggested that there might be no link between ORIs and gene regulation since half the ORIs found were not associated with open chromatin. Moreover, lack of correlation between transcription and ORI selection is evident on the transcriptionally inactive X chromosome [60] , where the same ORIs are used as on the active X [132] and only their timing [133] and replication program for the order of ORI firing [134] differ. Earlier plasmid experiments revealed that the presence of the transcription complex is sufficient to specify ORI location even in the absence of active transcription [135] . Overall, in terms of ORI specification, it seems that the replication program interacts with the transcription program but is not dictated by it.
Metazoan origins and chromatin
Histone modifications may play a role in ORI control. ORC binds to regions of open chromatin in Drosophila [47, 136] , and in mammals the DHFR initiation zone exhibits low nucleosome density [137] . However, genome-wide studies have shown that human ORIs are distributed across regions of both open and closed chromatin [60, 68, 96, 98] . One sign of open chromatin is acetylation. Histones at ORC binding sites are hyperacetylated in Drosophila, and tethering a histone acetyl transferase (HAT) increases ORI activity [138] . Moreover, an increase in histone acetylation correlates with ORI activation [139] . HBO1 is a HAT that has been found to be associated with pre-RC components such as MCM2 and ORC1 [140, 141] . Moreover, H4K12ac is dependent on ORC. Overall, histone acetylation is not unique to the active amplicons in Drosophila follicle cells, but there is a quantitative relationship between the level of hyperacetylation and amplicon origin activity [138, 142, 143] .
Methylation of histone H4 at lysine 20 (H4K20me) may play a role in the control of ORIs [144] , and ORC recruitment appears to be enhanced by methylation of H4K20 by the histone methyltransferase PR-Set7 [145] . A recent Lexo-NS-seq analysis also found a potential role for H4K20me1 as well as H3K27me3 at ORIs [101] . This is supported by a recent integrative genomics analysis of chromatin marks across the rDNA repeat [146] , where these two marks occur over the sites where rDNA replication initiation activity occurs ( [100, 147] and references therein). There have been reports for and against a significant association of ORIs with H3K4me3 [59, [96] [97] [98] , although most support this association with the caveat that it is not present at all ORIs and perhaps mostly early ones. In addition, different ORIs at the chicken b-globin locus have different patterns of histone modifications [148] , suggesting further complexities. In general, conclusions have been that chromatin accessibility appears to be suitable for ORI formation, but is not necessary for it [60] , and that no single chromatin mark studied to date can guarantee the presence of an ORI (nor vice versa).
Metazoan origins and DNA sequence elements (G4s, CpG islands, and GC-rich DNA) Although an AT-rich consensus sequence motif was found in budding yeast ORIs [149] [150] [151] [152] , the hunt for such a motif in metazoan ORIs has been less successful. Any DNA sequence injected into Xenopus embryos could replicate [13] , and plasmid replication was dependent on size rather than sequence [11, 12] . In addition, it was shown that ORC binds most DNA equally well and has insufficient DNA sequence binding specificity to be responsible for ORI definition [153] [154] [155] , although ORC had a slight preference for AT-rich double-stranded DNA consistent with the prediction that metazoan ORIs would likely be AT-rich similar to most studied ORIs across the tree of life [110, [156] [157] . Conclusions drawn from other experiments suggested that DNA topology rather than a conserved DNA sequence motif may be a more important determinant for ORC binding [154] . The consensus motif possibility was recently revived in the form of G4 motifs [94, 99] , which can form stable secondary structures. It was shown that ORC preferentially binds G4 structures in RNA and single-stranded DNA [158] . However, it needs to be emphasized that this preference was equivalent to AT-rich double-stranded DNA [158] . Most genome-wide Lexo-NS studies have reported GC-rich ORIs [93, 94, 96, 99] , but Karnani and colleagues [59] reported AT-rich ORIs and Foulk and colleagues [100] reported both AT-and GC-rich ORIs with mostly AT-rich ORIs after controlling for NSI Lexo biases. Perhaps the slight preference of ORC binding for both AT-rich double-stranded DNA and G4 motifs as well as the mixed results of AT-rich and GC-rich ORIs reflect the possibility of both AT-rich and GC-rich ORIs in metazoans, as was recently seen for the yeast species Pichia pastoris [159] .
In general, a high correlation has been noted between Lexo-NS peak (putative ORI) density and G4 motifs [94, 99, 101, 160] , CGIs [93] [94] [95] [96] 98, 99, 101] , and GC content [93, 94, 96, 99] . In one study, nearly all (91.4%) Lexo-NSseq peaks overlapped G4 motifs [99] . Moreover, in Lexo-NS studies, G4-associated ORIs appear to be among the most efficient ORIs [99, 101, 160] , as do CGI-associated ORIs [93, 95, 98, 101] , and GC-richness tends to peak near ORI centers with G4s and G-richness occurring most frequently within 500 bp 5 0 to Lexo-NS enrichments [94, 100, 160] . In one Lexo-NS study [160] , point mutations in origin-associated G4s that lowered the stability of the G4 also lowered the Lexo enrichment level of the associated ORI and switching the strand the G4 was on changed the position of the Lexo-enriched ORI signal to remain 3 0 of the G4. It was also seen that areas of higher G4 motif density have higher Lexo-NS enrichments and peak densities [99, 101, 160] and that 86% of Lexo-NS peaks associated with CGI are constitutive ORIs (present in all or most cell lines studied). At least one Lexo-NS study has claimed that the association with both CGI and genes is actually due to the association with G4s [99] , which are correlated with those features. Lexo-NS studies have also highlighted that ORIs with these three features (G4, CGI, and GC richness) are typically early ORIs and that ORI density is correlated with timing (early ORIs being most densely populated and strongest) [93, 94, 99] . However, a recent study demonstrated that significantly enriched regions of the genome from sequencing Lexo-digested genomic DNA from non-replicating G 0 cells were also associated with GC-richness, CGI, and G4s, suggesting that these observations in Lexo-NS studies could be explained, at least to some degree, by NSI Lexo biases [100] .
Other techniques have been either supportive of or in conflict with the Lexo-NS-seq results. Bubble-seq did not support the conclusion that G4s are necessary for all ORIs [68] . The majority (59%) of bubble-containing fragments did not overlap G4s, and the number that did was only 1.05-fold enriched over the number expected at random [68] . Nonetheless, it is possible that G4s are important at the subset (41%) of ORIs that do overlap G4s. A small proportion (9.6%) of Bubble-seq enriched fragments [68] overlapped 51.3% of CGIs. BrIP-NS-seq peaks significantly overlapped G4s, although the G4 overlap made up just 37.5% of the peaks [60] , and 13.1% BrIP peaks overlapped 35.1% CGI. Approximately a third (34.1%) of ORC binding sites [48] overlapped 2.8% of G4 motifs, and 30.6% of ORC sites overlapped 14.7% CGI. Moreover, it was concluded from nucleotide composition skew analysis that CpG-rich genes are overrepresented at skew-predicted ORIs [64] , and other Lexoindependent methods have identified ORIs near CGI ( [161] and references therein). Given all the results from Lexo-NS, bubble-trap, BrIP-NS, ORC-ChIP, and nucleotide skew studies, it is clear that G4s are likely near 34-41% of ORIs and that CGIs are near approximately 10% to 30% of ORIs (many of which are the same ones associated with G4s). It is also clear that estimates from recent Lexo-NS studies stating that more than 70-90% of ORIs [94, 99] are near G4s are inflated relative to other techniques. This inflation of G4 association may arise because Lexo digestion is inefficient for GC-rich DNA [100, [102] [103] [104] and is impeded by G4 structures [100] and thus may reflect a high abundance of NSI enrichments and/or preferential enrichment of G4-proximal origins in those datasets. Indeed, in a recent study, after controlling for NSI Lexo biases, 35% of Lexo-NS-seq peaks overlapped 6.8% of G4s [100] , which is more consistent with the BrIP, bubble, and ORC estimates. Moreover, Bubble-seq results suggested that ORI density was similar in early and late replicating regions [68] . Thus, it is possible that the higher ORI densities in early S phase associated with Lexo-NS studies are due to the combination of higher G4 and CGI occurrences in early replicating regions of the genome and NSI Lexo biases.
Another interpretation for the prevalence and high efficiency of G4 associated ORIs in genome-wide studies is that ORI-proximal G4s might impede replication fork progression in vivo. This would leave the replication bubbles and nascent strands from G4-proximal ORIs over-represented in the population of all ORIs because of their longer half-life, which would inflate the detection sensitivity and apparent efficiency of this subset of G4-proximal ORIs. In fact, higher detection and higher apparent efficiency would be true for ORIs with ORIproximal pausing of replication forks in vivo for any other reason as well, such as impediments incurred by other structures. Valton and colleagues [160] have presented some compelling arguments against this interpretation of the G4 association with many apparently efficient ORIs, but it remains a formal possibility. Replication fork pauses have been detected 9 to 35 kb away from human ORIs [162] , and high abundances of 200 nucleotide pieces of apparently aborted nascent DNA from ORIs have been found [163] , but neither of these will be present in nascent strand preparations after size selection (typically 500-2500 bp). For support of this concern, more evidence will be required of origin-proximal pausing of replication forks that affect nascent strands in the target size range.
It is interesting that the observation that 5 0 to 3 0 Lexo digestion is both impeded by G4 structures and inefficient in digesting GC-rich DNA [100] explains quirks seen in Lexo-NS-based results at least as well as other interpretations. This observation predicts that Lexo will enrich G4-protected and GC-rich DNA. It predicts that Lexo-NS data will correlate with G4 density and that G4s will be 5 0 to Lexo-NS enrichments. It predicts that experimentally inverting a G4 to place it on the opposite strand will change the location of Lexo-based enrichment to stay 3 0 to the G4. It predicts that the strongest enrichments will be GC-rich. It predicts that GC-rich features such as CGIs will be constitutively enriched in all human cell lines (explaining why constitutive ORIs are near CGIs). It predicts that deleting G4s will result in less or no enrichment and that lowering the stability of G4s will lower the level of enrichment. All in all, given these caveats and others discussed above pertaining to all genome-wide ORI mapping approaches, the conclusions drawn so far about characteristics of metazoan ORIs should be cautiously considered.
Future outlooks
The genetic basis for ORI definition is suggested by many examples where ORI activity is retained by an ORI sequence put into an ectopic location in the genome [125, [164] [165] [166] [167] . Deletion of certain sequences reduces efficiency for the DHFR ori b [166, 168, 169] , lamin B2 [125] , c-myc [165] , and b-globin [126] ORIs. Similarly, two elements from the Drosophila chorion gene locus, ACE3 and ori b, together can direct re-replication (amplification) when inserted into other genomic locations [170, 171] . These observations raise the question of what features explain the basis for ORIs. As discussed above, the binding of metazoan ORC is more dependent on topology than on DNA sequences [154] . Could chromatin and higher order structure be determinants for ORI specification rather than ORC binding a specific sequence motif in metazoan genomes?
Moving forward, to continue harnessing the power of genomics for studying metazoan ORIs, a goal should be to refine and innovate origin-mapping techniques to hunt for ORIs more specifically. The challenges in genomics studies will be in overcoming systematic errors. Although the level of false positives from random sampling error in a dataset can be controlled by setting a desirable false discovery rate or irreproducible discovery rate ( [172] and references therein), these statistical procedures do not control the level of systematic false positives that arise from biases in the method used. There is also a need to use other approaches, in addition to overlap of peak coordinates, to determine if and where datasets agree since the overlap of peak coordinates can be affected by many factors in upstream analytical steps (for example, P value thresholds). With the everincreasing number of genomic datasets and ORI maps, quantifying our degree of belief in the validity of each individual putative ORI site in the genome on the basis of the accumulation of evidence, rather than maintaining uniform confidence over all putative ORIs in a single dataset, will be of utmost importance. For example, a statistical score such as the Bayesian posterior probability that there is an ORI or ORI potential (given all trusted datasets) could be assigned to each base pair in the genome. With highly authenticated genome-wide maps of replication initiation sites and zones, clearer pictures on what defines different classes of metazoan origins may emerge.
Overall, the field is now poised to address several questions for regulation of DNA replication: (a) what defines where the potential ORIs are located, (b) what determines which potential ORIs will be activated, and (c) what determines when in S phase an ORI will be activated [29] . It is clear that ORIs occur at defined sites in the genome, but their specification could be determined by something other than primary DNA sequence. It also remains possible that we are observing apparent specificity, rather than actual specificity, where ORIs opportunistically occur in reproducibly available sites determined by other features and processes.
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